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CYCLIC GERSTENHABER-SCHACK COHOMOLOGY
DOMENICO FIORENZA AND NIELS KOWALZIG
ABSTRACT. We show that the diagonal complex computing the Gerstenhaber-Schack co-
homology of a bialgebra (that is, the cohomology theory governing bialgebra deforma-
tions) can be given the structure of an operad with multiplication if the bialgebra is a (not
necessarily finite dimensional) Hopf algebra with invertible antipode; if the antipode is
involutive, the operad is even cyclic. Therefore, the Gerstenhaber-Schack cohomology of
any such Hopf algebra carries a Gerstenhaber resp. Batalin-Vilkoviskiı˘ algebra structure;
in particular, one obtains a cup product and a cyclic boundary B that generate the Gersten-
haber bracket, and that allows to define cyclic Gerstenhaber-Schack cohomology. In case
the Hopf algebra in question is finite dimensional, the Gerstenhaber bracket turns out to
be zero in cohomology and hence the interesting structure is not given by this e2-algebra
structure but rather by the resulting e3-algebra structure, which is expressed in terms of
the cup product and B.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Aims and objectives. Much as Hochschild cohomology for an associative algebra
characterises deformations of the product structure [Ge], Gerstenhaber-Schack cohomol-
ogy characterises bialgebra deformations [GeSch], that is, it occurs when one wants to
simultaneously deform both the multiplication as well as the comultiplication, maintain-
ing the compatibility between the two of them. More precisely, for H a bialgebra over
a field of characteristic zero K (assumption that can actually be relaxed), one defines
the Gerstenhaber-Schack bicomplex of H as CpqGSpH,Hq “ HomKpH
bp, Hbqq in de-
gree pp, qq, the columns of which are given by the Hochschild cochain complex which
uses products and actions and the rows by the coHochschild (or Cartier) cochain complex
which, in turn, uses coproducts and coactions. The Gerstenhaber-Schack cohomology of
H , denoted H‚GSpH,Hq, is the cohomology of the total complex associated to this bi-
complex. As C‚‚GSpH,Hq is a bicomplex associated to a bi-cosimplicial K-module via
the Dold-Kan correspondence, by the Dold-Puppe generalisation of the Eilenberg-Zilber
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theorem the cohomology of the total complex can be computed by the diagonal complex
pC‚diagpH,Hq, δ
diagq, where CndiagpH,Hq “ HomKpH
bn, Hbnq.
A classical result tells that Hochschild cohomology carries a higher structure in the
form of a Gerstenhaber algebra [Ge], that is, a Lie bracket of degree ´1 plus a graded
commutative cup product that are compatible in a graded Leibniz sense. By the above
deformation analogy, it is therefore natural to ask whether such a structure also exists on
Gerstenhaber-Schack cohomology, a question which has been raised several times in the
literature before (see, for example, [FaSo, GeSch, Tai], and possibly others) but apparently
so far no construction has been found that gives a nontrivial bracket.
In this article, we show that when H is a Hopf algebra, the collection of K-modules
C‚diagpH,Hq carries a natural structure of an operad with multiplication whose associated
Hochschild-type complex (that is, originating from its cosimplicial structure) is the diag-
onal complex mentioned above. By a classical result [GeSch, McCSm], this implies in
particular that the cohomology of pC‚diagpH,Hq, δ
diagq (hence, the Gerstenhaber-Schack
cohomology of H) carries the structure of a Gerstenhaber algebra. This bracket is in gen-
eral nonzero: for instance, if H “ Ug, the universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra g,
the Gerstenhaber bracket between two 1-cocycles f and g reads
tf, gupXY q “ rgpXq, fpY qs ´ rfpXq, gpXqs, @X,Y P g, (1.1)
while there are no nonzero 1-coboundaries. If moreover the antipode ofH is involutive (or,
somewhat weaker, the Hopf algebra is endowed with a modular pair in involution), then
C‚diagpH,Hq is actually a cyclic operad with multiplication, and hence the Gerstenhaber
algebra structure on its cohomology is part of a Batalin-Vilkoviskiı˘ (BV) algebra structure
as then automatically follows by a well-known result of Menichi [Me, Thm. 1.4].
On the other hand, when H is finite dimensional, the aforementioned Gerstenhaber
bracket on H‚GSpH,Hq vanishes. Although the respective Gerstenhaber brackets are con-
structed in quite a different manner, this fact somehow mirrors an analogous observation
made by Taillefer [Tai, Appendix A]. As a consequence, by Theorem 5.7 in [FiKo], one
obtains an induced e3-algebra structure on Gerstenhaber-Schack cohomology.
The different behaviour of the Gerstenhaber bracket in the finite dimensional and infi-
nite dimensional case may sound surprising, but it actually has a transparent explanation in
terms of Hopf algebra theory: a finite dimensional Hopf algebra exhibits no nonzero prim-
itive elements. The e3-algebra structure constructed this way on the Gerstenhaber-Schack
cohomology of a finite dimensional Hopf algebra is presumably different from the ones
obtained by higher categorical methods in [GiYa, Sh1, Sh2] as the latter do not rely on the
finite dimensionality ofH . Nevertheless, even our approach does not seem to work ifH is
merely a bialgebra, that is, without an antipode, the necessity of which was conjectured by
Shoikhet in his approach [Sh2, p. 9].
1.2. Main results. We refer to the main text for notation, terminology, and all details used
in this introductory presentation.
In §3, we obtain a cocyclic structure on the diagonal complex by considering in the
Gerstenhaber-Schack bicomplex first the columns, then the rows, and finally restricting to
the diagonal. The somewhat surprising observation is here that both columns and rows,
that is, the Hochschild resp. coHochschild (Cartier) cochain complexes are in general only
para-cocyclic (that is, the cyclic operator does not power to the identity after n` 1 steps),
whereas this restriction disappears on the diagonal. More precisely, the Hochschild (and
likewise the coHochschild) cochain complex for a K-algebra usually does not admit a
cyclic structure (see [Ko2, Thm. 1.3] for a sufficiency criterion) but the presence of ad-
ditional structure maps in the Hopf case does allow at least for a para-cocyclic operator
τv (resp. τh), which only in case of cocommutativity of the underlying coalgebra becomes
truly cocyclic. This way, one obtains the structure of a bi-para-cocyclic K-module on the
Gerstenhaber-Schack bicomplex. What is more, a direct computation yields the additional
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property
τn`1h ˝ τ
n`1
v “ τ
n`1
v ˝ τ
n`1
h “ id (1.2)
in degree n, which does not require cocommutativity any more but only the antipode to
be involutive (or rather equipped with a modular pair in involution). A bi-para-cocyclic
K-module that fulfils (1.2) is called cylindrical in in [GetJ, p. 164]. Defining then
τdiag :“ τalg ˝ τcoalg “ τcoalg ˝ τalg
obviously yields a truly cocyclic operator on the diagonal cochain complex and enables us
to prove in Theorem 3.4:
TheoremA. For any Hopf algebra over a field with involutive antipode, the Gerstenhaber-
Schack double complex defines a cylindricalK-module and its associated diagonal complex
a cocyclic K-module.
This allows to define cyclic Gerstenhaber-Schack cohomology as in Remark 3.6: the
diagonal of the Gerstenhaber-Schack bicomplex can be made into a mixed complex the
standard way, the total cohomology of which gives cyclic cohomology, and in particular
an operatorB : H‚GSpH,Hq Ñ H
‚´1
GS pH,Hq that squares to zero.
In §4, we shall approach the Gerstenhaber-Schack diagonal complex from the operadic
point of view, which as mentioned in §1.1 by a classical construction directly leads to
higher structures in cohomology. More precisely, in Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.3, we
show:
Theorem B. For a not necessarily finite dimensional Hopf algebra with invertible an-
tipode, the diagonal Gerstenhaber-Schack complex carries the structure of an operad with
multiplication, which induces the structure of a Gerstenhaber algebra on Gerstenhaber-
Schack (or deformation) cohomology.
The (unfortunately too naive) idea that the operadic structure deployed in this theo-
rem can be simply obtained by intertwining the classical ones for the endomorphism resp.
coendomorphism operad of the first column resp. row in (2.1), possibly generalised to
more general coefficients in the higher columns resp. rows, but this is not the case: The
precise composition law requires the existence of an antipode and hence, whereas the
Gerstenhaber-Schack bicomplex can be perfectly defined if the underlying object is merely
a K-bialgebra, this does not seem to be the case for the operadic structure on the diagonal
complex.
As a pleasant surprise, the cocyclic operator τdiag turns out to be compatible with the
operadic structure in Theorem B as well as with the multiplication element, which leads to
the following result in Theorem 4.9 and Corollary 4.11:
Theorem C. For a not necessarily finite dimensional Hopf algebra with involutive an-
tipode (or with a modular pair in involution), the diagonal Gerstenhaber-Schack complex
carries the structure of a cyclic operad with multiplication which induces the structure of
a BV algebra on Gerstenhaber-Schack cohomology.
As already mentioned above, in case the Hopf algebra is finitely generated over K, the
situation changes substantially as the Gerstenhaber bracket vanishes in cohomology. In
this situation, the interesting structure is of even higher nature, that is to say, a degree ´2
bracket that is again compatible (in a graded sense) with the degree zero structure, viz., the
cup product. More precisely, in Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.2, we conclude by:
Theorem D. Let H be a finite dimensional Hopf algebra over a field of characteristic
zero. Then the Gerstenhaber bracket from Theorem B vanishes on Gerstenhaber-Schack
cohomology, which therefore becomes an e3-algebra.
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1.3. Notation. In the following, pH,m,∆, η, ε, Sq is most of the time a not necessarily
finite dimensional Hopf algebra over a field K (sometimes merely a ring, most of the times
of characteristic zero) with invertible antipode S unless otherwise specified. Here, m :
H bH Ñ H denotes the multiplication and η : k Ñ H the unit in H , mostly suppressed
in notation as is the specification of K in unadorned tensor products. For the coproduct,
we use the customary Sweedler notation ∆puq “ up1q b up2q for u P H . For two left
H-modulesM andN , we will denote the left diagonal action onM bN by
u Ż pmb nq :“ up1qmb up2qn (1.3)
form PM and n P N , and likewise the right one pmbnqŽu :“ mup1qbnup2q ifM andN
were rightH-modules instead. The base field K will be considered as an pH,Hq-bimodule
via the the counit ε:
u Ż 1 :“ εpuq “: 1 Ž u.
Furthermore, for the sake of compactness in notation, we often abbreviate a tensor power
u1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b un P Hbn by a tuple pu1, . . . , unq. Quite on the contrary, for a K-linear map
f : Hbp Ñ Hbq, for all p, q ě 0 we will sometimes use the notation
f p1qpu1, . . . , upq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b f
pqqpu1, . . . , upq P H
bq
if we think that this increases comprehension. Also, we often write rabbsrcbds to express
the factorwise multiplication acb bd on a tensor product.
2. GERSTENHABER-SCHACK COHOMOLOGY
2.1. The Gerstenhaber-Schack double and diagonal complex. Whereas the formal de-
formation theory of an associative K-algebra leads to the Hochschild cochain complex,
deforming a bialgebraH , that is, deforming simultaneously the multiplication and the co-
multiplication maintaining the compatibility between the two of them leads to a double
complex with entries
C
pq
GSpH,Hq :“ HomkpH
bp, Hbqq.
for p, q ě 0; see [GeSch, §8] for all details as well as [Sh2, §3] for more information. The
columns in this bicomplex are given by the Hochschild cochain complex and Hochschild
coboundary δv with values in the various tensor powers of H , whereas the rows are the
coHochschild (also known as Cartier) cochain complexes with coHochschild coboundary
δh, equally with values in the various tensor powers ofH :
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
HomKpH
b2,Kq
δv
OO
δh // HomKpH
b2, Hq
δv
OO
δh // HomKpH
b2, Hb2q
δv
OO
// ¨ ¨ ¨
HomKpH,Kq
δv
OO
δh // HomKpH,Hq
δv
OO
δh // HomKpH,H
b2q
δv
OO
// ¨ ¨ ¨
HomKpK,Kq
δv
OO
δh // HomKpK, Hq
δv
OO
δh // HomKpK, H
b2q
δv
OO
// ¨ ¨ ¨
(2.1)
Here, we start counting by zero, i.e., the leftmost column and the bottom row will be
referred to as the zeroth column and row, respectively. The vertical resp. horizontal dif-
ferential explicitly look as follows. For each column and q ě 0, define a cosimplicial
K-module by C‚pH,Hbqq :“ HomKpHb‚, Hbqq along with the following cofaces and
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codegeneracies: for any f P CnpH,Hbqq, set
pδvi fqpu
0, . . . , unq :“
$&
%
u0 Ż fpu1, . . . , unq if i “ 0,
fpu0, . . . , ui´1ui, . . . , unq if 1 ď i ď n,
fpu0, . . . , up´1q Ž un if i “ n` 1,
pσvj fqpu
1, . . . , un´1q :“ fpu1, . . . , uj , 1, uj`1, . . . , un´1q, 0 ď j ď n´ 1,
(2.2)
where Ż, Ž denote the left resp. right diagonal action (1.3), and where we, as we will often
do, denote tensor chains by tuples, cf. §1.3. Observe that when q “ 0, the diagonal action
on K is to be understood via the counit ε. As usual, put δv :“
řn`1
i“0 δ
v
i .
Likewise, for each row and p ě 0, define another cosimplicial K-module by
C‚pHbp, Hq :“ HomKpH
bp, Hb‚q along with the following cofaces and codegenera-
cies: for any f P CnpHbp, Hq, set
pδhi fqpu
1, . . . , upq :“
$&
%
u1p1q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p
p1q b fpu
1
p2q, . . . , u
p
p2qq if i “ 0,
pidi´1 b∆b idq´iqfpu1, . . . , upq if 1 ď i ď n,
fpu1p1q, . . . , u
p
p1qq b u
1
p2q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p
p2q if i “ n` 1,
pσhj fqpu
1, . . . , un´1q :“ pidj b εb idn´j´1qfpu1, . . . , un´1q, 0 ď j ď n´ 1.
(2.3)
Analogously as above, we put δh :“
řn`1
i“0 δ
h
i .
Definition 2.1. The cohomology of the total complex associated to the Gerstenhaber-
Schack bicomplex is called Gerstenhaber-Schack cohomology and denoted
H‚GSpH,Hq :“ H
‚pTotCGSpH,Hqq.
It is a straightforward check that C‚‚GSpH,Hq becomes a bi-cosimplicial object by
means of the quadruple pδv
‚
, σv
‚
, δh
‚
, σh
‚
q; hence, by the Dold-Puppe generalisation [DoPu]
of the Eilenberg-Zilber theorem, one has
H‚GSpH,Hq :“ H
‚pTotCGSpH,Hqq » H
‚pCdiagpHqq.
Here,
CndiagpHq :“ C
nn
GSpH,Hq
is the diagonal (cochain) complexwith coboundary δdiag :“
řn`1
i“0 p´1q
iδ
diag
i with cofaces
given as
δ
diag
i :“ δ
v
i ˝ δ
h
i “ δ
h
i ˝ δ
v
i (2.4)
for all 0 ď i ď n`1 and codegeneracies by σdiagj :“ σ
v
j ˝σ
h
j “ σ
h
j ˝σ
v
j for 0 ď j ď n´1.
In other words,H‚GSpH,Hq can be computed by the cosimplicial K-module
CndiagpHq “ HomkpH
bn, Hbnq, (2.5)
where the cofaces and codegeneracies are explicitly given as follows:
pδdiagi fqpu
0, . . . , unq
:“
$’&
’%
u0p1q ¨ ¨ ¨u
n
p1q b u
0
p2q Ż fpu
1
p2q, . . . , u
n
p2qq if i “ 0,
pidi´1 b∆b idn´iqfpu0, . . . , ui´1ui, . . . , unq if 1 ď i ď n,
fpu0p1q, . . . , u
n´1
p1q q Ž u
n
p1q b u
1
p2q ¨ ¨ ¨u
n
p2q if i “ n` 1,
pσdiagj fqpu
1, . . . , un´1q
:“ pidj b εb idn´j´1qfpu1, . . . , uj, 1, uj`1, . . . , un´1q, 0 ď j ď n´ 1.
(2.6)
We will sometimes say Gerstenhaber-Schack complex to mean the diagonal complex
just introduced, in contrast to Gerstenhaber-Schack bicomplex to mean the full bicomplex.
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3. CYCLIC STRUCTURES FOR THE GERSTENHABER-SCHACK COMPLEX
In this section, we will show how to obtain a para-cocyclic structure both on the rows
and on the columns of the Gerstenhaber-Schack bicomplex.
For a few details on (para-)cocyclic modules and terminology, see Appendix C.
3.1. Para-cocyclic structures on the columns. The idea of how to obtain a para-cocyclic
structure on the columns goes as follows: when the Hopf algebraH is merely seen as a k-
algebra, that is, ignoring the full Hopf structure, the Hochschild cochain complex (the first
column in the Gerstenhaber-Schack bicomplex) does not carry a cocyclic structure unless
certain (Yetter-Drinfel’d type) conditions are fulfilled (see [Ko2, Thm. 1.3]) as is the case
for, e.g., Frobenius or Calabi-Yau algebras.
On the other hand, using the full Hopf structure incorporated in the left adjoint action
H bM ÑM, ubm ÞÑ up1qmSpup2qq, it is a well-known fact that for anyH-bimodule
M there is a cochain isomorphism
HomkpH
b‚,Mq » HomkpH
b‚, adpMqq (3.1)
such that (via the mapping theorem VIII.3.1 in [CaEi]) the Hochschild cohomology of
H with values in the H-bimoduleM is isomorphic to its Hopf algebra cohomology with
values in the left H-module adpMq, that is,
Ext
‚
He
alg
pH,Mq » Ext‚Hpk, adpMqq (3.2)
in cohomology. Explicitly, this map is defined as
ξ : HomkpH
bn,Mq Ñ HomkpH
bn, adpMqq
f ÞÑ tpu1, . . . , unq ÞÑ fpu1p1q, . . . , u
n
p1qqSpu
1
p2q ¨ ¨ ¨u
n
p2qqu
(3.3)
in degree n, where we again denoted tensor powers by tuples. It is easy to see that
g ÞÑ tpu1, . . . , unq ÞÑ gpu1p1q, . . . , u
n
p1qqu
1
p2q ¨ ¨ ¨u
n
p2qu
gives the inverse. As a side remark, we add here that (at least in case M “ H or more
generally ifM is a braided commutative Yetter-Drinfel’d algebra) this map even induces a
map of Gerstenhaber algebras, see [Ko1, Ex. 3.5].
On the other hand, by [Ko2, Thm. 1.2] the cochain complex defined by the right hand
side in (3.1) can be turned into a (para-)cocyclic K-module provided thatM is a so-called
anti Yetter-Drinfel’d (aYD) contramodule over H , see §3.1 right below for more details.
Hence, we will check for M :“ Hbq for q ě 0 whether this is the case and if so, trans-
fer the (para-)cocyclic structure from the right hand side in (3.1) by means of the cochain
isomorphism to its left hand side, that is, to the columns in the Gerstenhaber-Schack bi-
complex. Afterwards, in §3.2 we explain a dual theory the full details of which will appear
elsewhere.
3.1.1. Hopf algebra cohomology. Define for any left H-module M (with action simply
denoted by juxtaposition) the complex
`
C‚pH,Mq, δM
˘
as follows: put
CnpH,Mq :“ HomkpH
bn,Mq (3.4)
in degree n P N and give it the structure of a cosimplicial K-module
`
C‚pH,Mq, δ
‚
, σ
‚
˘
by means of the following cofaces and codegeneracies: for every f P CnpH,Mq, set
pδifqpu
0, . . . , unq :“
$&
%
u0fpu1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , unq for i “ 0,
fpu0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ui´1ui, ¨ ¨ ¨ , unq for 1 ď i ď n,
fpu0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , un´1qεpunq for i “ n` 1,
pσjfqpu
1, . . . , un´1q :“ fpu1, . . . , uj, 1, uj`1, . . . , un´1q, 0 ď j ď n´ 1.
(3.5)
Defining as usual the differential by δM :“
řn`1
i“0 p´1q
iδi, the complex
`
C‚pH,Mq, δM
˘
then computes the Hopf algebra cohomologyExt‚HalgpK,Mq with values inM , where K is
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seen as a leftH-module via the counit. The subscript alg here indicates for better distinction
(compared to §3.2) that this is an Ext in H-Mod, the category of left H-modules.
3.1.2. Cocyclic structures on Hopf algebra cohomology. Following [Ko2, Cor. 4.13], in
order to define a cocyclic operator on
`
C‚pH,Mq, δ
‚
, σ
‚
˘
, we have to assume more struc-
ture on the coefficientsM : beyond being a left H-module, we also needM to be a right
H-contramodule, that is, comes equipped with a map γ : HomKpH,Mq Ñ M subject to
a certain associativity condition (see op. cit. for all details; in case H is finitely generated
over K, think of a right H˚-module). As in [Ko2, Thm. 1.2], a para-cocyclic operator on
this complex is now given by
pτfqpu1, . . . , unq “ γ
´
u1p1qf
`
u2p1q, . . . , u
n
p1q, Spu
1
p2qu
2
p2q ¨ ¨ ¨u
n
p2qqp´q
˘¯
. (3.6)
The so-defined para-cocyclic K-module
`
C‚pH,Mq, δ
‚
, σ
‚
, τ
˘
becomes cyclic, that is,
additionally fulfils τn`1 “ id in degree n only ifM is a stable aYD contramodule, that is,
obeys the following compatibility between leftH-action and rightH-contraaction,
upγpfqq “ γ
`
up2qfpSpup3qqp´qup1qq
˘
, @u P H, f P HomKpH,Mq, (3.7)
as well as the stability condition,
γpp´qmq “ m (3.8)
for allm PM , where we denote p´qm : u ÞÑ um as a map in HomKpH,Mq.
For example, the trivial contraaction γ : HomKpH,Mq Ñ M, f ÞÑ fp1q, which we
most of the times suppress in notation, obviously fulfils stability in the sense of (3.8), but
it is equally obvious that it is in general not compatible with the H-action in the sense
of the aYD-condition (3.7) unless H is cocommutative (or unless the H-action on M is
itself trivial in the sense of being given by u b m ÞÑ εpuqm), and hence for the trivial
contraaction we in general do not have that τn`1 “ id in degree n.
Nevertheless, we want to closer examine the case of the trivial contraaction: the para-
cocyclic operator (3.6) here simplifies to
pτfqpu1, . . . , unq “ u1p1qf
`
u2p1q, . . . , u
n
p1q, Spu
1
p2qu
2
p2q ¨ ¨ ¨u
n
p2qq
˘
, (3.9)
and if the antipode S is invertible, τ is equally invertible with inverse
pτ´1fqpu1, . . . , unq “ u1p3q ¨ ¨ ¨u
n´1
p3q u
n
p2qf
`
S
´1pu2p2q ¨ ¨ ¨u
n´1
p2q u
n
p1qq, u
1
p1q, . . . , u
n´1
p1q
˘
, (3.10)
which is the operator we shall deal with in what follows and which is why we drop the
superscript ´1 from the notation (i.e., we tacitly exchange the rôles of τ and τ´1).
As our goal in this section is to find a para-cocyclic operator on the columns in the
Gerstenhaber-Schack bicomplex, we will focus on the case in which M is given by the
tensor powersHbq for q ě 0 seen as a leftH-module by means of the adjoint action
u3 pv1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b vpq :“ up1q Ż pv
1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b vpq Ž Spup2qq,
where Ż, Ž denote the left resp. right diagonal action as in §1.3. We will refer to this
situation by adpHbqq. With this, we form the cochain complex C‚pH, adpHbqqq “
HomkpH
b‚, adpHbqqq for every q ě 0 with differential
pδadfqpu
0, . . . , unq “ u0p1q Ż fpu
1, . . . , unq Ž Spu0p2qq
`
n´1ÿ
i“0
p´1qi`1fpu0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , uiui`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , unq
` p´1qn`1fpu0, . . . , un´1qεpunq,
which computes the groups Ext‚Halg pK, adpH
bqqq. As above
pτadfqpu
1, . . . , unq
“ pu1p3q ¨ ¨ ¨u
n´1
p3q u
n
p2qq3 f
`
S´1pu2p2q ¨ ¨ ¨u
n´1
p2q u
n
p1qq, u
1
p1q, . . . , u
n´1
p1q
˘ (3.11)
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hence yields a para-cocyclic operator on (the cosimplicial K-module associated to)`
C‚pH, adpHqq, δad
˘
.
3.1.3. Transferring the para-cocyclic structure. The cochain isomorphism (3.3) forM :“
Hbq, q ě 0, explicitly looks as follows:
CnpH,Hbqq Ñ CnpH, adpHbqqq
ξ : f ÞÑ tpu1, . . . , unq ÞÑ fpu1p1q, . . . , u
n
p1qq Ž Spu
1
p2q ¨ ¨ ¨u
n
p2qqu
ξ´1 : tgpu1p1q, . . . , u
n
p1qq Ž pu
1
p2q ¨ ¨ ¨u
n
p2qq Ð[ pu
1, . . . , unqu Ð[ g,
for all q ě 0, where as before Ż, Ž denote the left resp. right diagonal action on an element
fpu1, . . . , unq P Hbq. Hence, Eq. (3.1) reads as
Ext
‚
He
alg
pH,Hbqq » Ext‚Hpk, adpH
bqqq.
By means of this cochain isomorphism, we now transport the para-cocyclic operator τad
from (3.11) to the para-cocyclic operator
τalg :“ ξ
´1 ˝ τad ˝ ξ
on the Hochschild complex for H with coefficients in Hbq , that is, to the columns in the
Gerstenhaber-Schack bicomplex (2.1). Explicitly, after a straightforward computation this
comes out as
pτalgfqpu
1, . . . , unq “ pu1p3q ¨ ¨ ¨u
n
p3qq Ż f
`
S´1pu1p2q ¨ ¨ ¨u
n
p2qq, u
1
p1q, . . . , u
n´1
p1q
˘
Ž unp1q.
A tedious but straightforward computation the details of which we also happily omit yields
pτn`1alg fqpu
1, . . . , unq
“
`
u1p5q ¨ ¨ ¨u
n
p5qS
´1pu1p2q ¨ ¨ ¨u
n
p2qq
˘
Ż f
`
S´2pu1p3qq, . . . S
´2punp3qq
˘
Ž
`
S´1pu1p4q ¨ ¨ ¨u
n
p4qqu
1
p1q ¨ ¨ ¨u
n
p1q
˘
,
(3.12)
which is the identity if H is cocommutative (which in turn implies S´2 “ id). Summing
up, we obtain:
Proposition 3.1. For all q ě 0, the cosimplicial K-module associated to the Hochschild
complex
`
C‚pH,Hbqq, δv
˘
for a Hopf algebra H seen merely as a K-algebra (that is,
the columns in the Gerstenhaber-Schack bicomplex) can be given the structure of a para-
cocyclic K-module, which is cyclic if H is cocommutative.
3.2. Para-cocyclic structures on the rows. This section can be seen as a sort of dual
theory to that developed in §3 the underlying idea being very similar: dual to the above, let
M be anH-bicomodule and consider it also as a rightH-comodule coadpMq by means of
its right coadjoint coaction. Similarly to above, one has a cochain isomorphism
HomkpM,H
b‚q » HomkpcoadpMq, H
b‚q (3.13)
between the coHochschild (orCartier) cochain complex on the left hand side and the (what
we call since we did not find a better name for it) Hopf coalgebra cohomology such that
Ext
‚
He
coalg
pH,Mq » Ext‚Hpk, coadpMqq,
whereHecoalg this time denotes the enveloping coalgebra. This isomorphism is (for certain
coefficientsM such as H itself) again one of Gerstenhaber algebras, which will be proven
elsewhere. As above, we are mainly interested in the caseM :“ Hbq , q ě 0, now seen as
H-comodules, and here the isomorphism (3.13) comes out as
HomkpH
bp, Hbnq Ñ HomkpcoadpH
bpq, Hbnq
η : f ÞÑ tpu1, . . . , upq ÞÑ Spu1p1q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p
p1qq Ż fpu
1
p2q, . . . , u
p
p2qqu
η´1 : tpu1p1q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p
p1qq Ż gpu
1
p2q, . . . , u
p
p2qq Ð[ pu
1, . . . , upqu Ð[ g.
(3.14)
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Although this dual theory is somewhat involved, we will be quite brief and defer most
of the details to a separate publication, notably the comments on so-called countermodules,
see below.
3.2.1. Hopf coalgebra cohomology. Define for any right H-comoduleM (with coaction
denoted by the usual Sweedler notationM Ñ M bH, m ÞÑ mp0q bmp1q) the complex`
C‚pM,Hq, δM
˘
as follows: put CnpM,Hq :“ HomkpM,Hbnq in each degree n P N
and give it the structure of a cosimplicial K-module
`
C‚pM,Hq, δ
‚
, σ
‚
˘
by means of the
following cofaces and codegeneracies: for every f P CnpM,Nq, set
pδifqpmq :“
$&
%
1b fpmq for i “ 0,
pidi´1 b∆b idn´iqfpmq for 1 ď i ď n,
fpmp0qq bmp1q for i “ n` 1,
pσjfqpmq :“ pid
j b εb idn´1´jqfpmq, 0 ď j ď n´ 1.
(3.15)
Defining again the differential as the sum over all pieces, that is, by δM :“řn`1
i“0 p´1q
iδi, the complex
`
C‚pM,Hq, δM
˘
then computes the Hopf coalgebra coho-
mology Ext‚Hcoalg pK,Mq with values inM , where K is seen as a trivial rightH-comodule
via the unit in H . The subscript coalg here indicates that this is an Ext in Comod-H , the
category of rightH-comodules.
3.2.2. Cocyclic structures on Hopf coalgebra cohomology. In §3.1.2, to obtain a cocyclic
operator, we had to assume an extra structure on the left H-modulesM given by a right
H-contraaction which can be seen as a map γM : HomKpH,Mq Ñ HomKpK,Mq. In the
picture at hand, one has to equip rightH-comodules with a sort of dual contraaction, more
precisely with a map
γM : HomKpM,Hq Ñ HomKpM,Kq,
again subject to a certain associativity condition (which, however, turns out to be more
involved as the Hom-tensor adjunction only works in one direction). One might call these
objects countermodules, but we refrain from spelling out the details here: whereas con-
traactions can be thought of as right H˚-actions in case H is finitely generated over K, a
counteraction might be thought of as a rightH-action on HomKpM,Kq “:M˚ in caseM
is finitely generated over K instead.
Dual to §3.1.2, we will now focus on the case in which the coefficientsM are given by
the rightH-comoduleHbp for p ě 0 by means of the coadjoint coaction
Hbp Ñ Hbp bH,
u1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b up ÞÑ u1p2q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b u
p
p2q b Spu
1
p1q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p
p1qqu
1
p3q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p
p3q,
(3.16)
and we will denote Hbp equipped with this right coaction by coadpHbpq. With this, we
obtain the cochain complex C‚pcoadpHbpq, Hq “ HomkpcoadpHbpq, Hb‚q for every
p ě 0 with differential
pδcoadfqpu
1, . . . , upq “ 1b fpu1, . . . , upq
`
nÿ
i“1
p´1qipidi´1 b∆b idn´iqfpu1, . . . , upq
` p´1qn`1fpu1p2q, . . . , u
p
p2qq b Spu
1
p1q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p
p1qqu
1
p3q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p
p3q,
for f P CnpcoadpHbpq, Hq, which computes the groups Ext‚Hcoalg pK, coadpH
bpqq.
Adding now the trivial counteraction γM : HomKpM,Hq Ñ HomKpM,Kq, f ÞÑ ε ˝ f
given by the counit, one obtains a cocyclic operator:
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Lemma 3.2. In the situation above, for f P CnpcoadpHbpq, Hq, the operator
pτcoadfqpu
1, . . . , upq
“ S
`
fp1qpu1p2q, . . . , u
p
p2q
q
˘
Ż`
fp2qpu1p2q, . . . , u
p
p2q
q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b fpnqpu1p2q, . . . , u
p
p2q
q b Spu1p1q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p
p1q
qu1p3q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p
p3q
˘
,
(3.17)
where as always Ż denotes the left diagonal H-action, yields a para-cocyclic op-
erator that completes the cosimplicial K-module associated to the cochain complex`
C‚pcoadpHbqq, Hq, δcoad
˘
to a para-cocyclic K-module, which is cyclic if H is cocom-
mutative.
Proof. That
`
C‚pcoadpHbqq, Hq, δ
‚
, σ
‚
, τcoad
˘
with the cosimplicial pieces from (3.15)
and the coadjoint coaction (3.16) gives a para-cocyclic K-module is a nasty but straightfor-
ward computation which we omit. The last statement will follow (somewhat backwards)
from Proposition 3.3. 
3.2.3. Transferring the para-cocyclic structure. Analogously to §3.1.3, we now transport
the operator τcoad to the rows in the Gerstenhaber-Schack bicomplex by means of the
cochain isomorphism (3.14), that is,
τcoalg :“ η
´1 ˝ τcoad ˝ η. (3.18)
Explicitly, we obtain the following para-cocyclic operator on the coHochschild (or Cartier)
cochain complex C‚pHbp, Hq “ HomkpHbp, Hb‚q:
pτcoalgfqpu
1, . . . , upq
“
`
u1p1q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p
p1qSpf
p1qpu1p2q, . . . , u
p
p2qqq
˘
Ż`
f p2qpu1p2q, . . . , u
p
p2qq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b f
pnqpu1p2q, . . . , u
p
p2qq b u
1
p3q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p
p3q
˘
,
(3.19)
for every f P CnpHbp, Hq.
In total, and analogously to Proposition 3.1, we obtain:
Proposition 3.3. For all p ě 0, the cosimplicial K-module associated to the coHochschild
(or Cartier) cochain complex
`
C‚pHbp, Hq, δh
˘
for a Hopf algebra H seen merely as a
K-coalgebra (that is, the rows in the Gerstenhaber-Schack bicomplex) can be given the
structure of a para-cocyclic K-module, which is cyclic if H is cocommutative.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of (3.18) and Lemma 3.2. Since we did not show
the statement about cyclicity and cocommutativity there (as we do not need an explicit
expression for τn`1coad in what follows), we will do this here. One computes (after a while):
pτn`1coalgfqpu
1, . . . , upq
“
`
u1p1q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p
p1qSpu
1
p4q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p
p4qq
˘
Ż
`
pS2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b S2qfpu1p3q, . . . , u
p
p3qq
˘
Ž
`
Spu1p2q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p
p2qqu
1
p5q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p
p5q
˘
,
(3.20)
from which the last statement (as well as the one in Lemma 3.2) is then obvious. 
3.3. The cyclic structure on the diagonal. By a bi-para-cocyclic K-module we mean a
double complex in which both the rows and the columns are para-cocyclic K-modules, and
where all vertical structure maps commute with all horizontal ones.
As in [GetJ, p. 164], we call a cylindrical K-module a bi-para-cocyclic K-module in
which for the respective vertical and horizontal cocyclic operators in degree n additionally
τn`1v ˝ τ
n`1
h “ id is satisfied.
Theorem 3.4. For any Hopf algebra over a field with involutive antipode, the
Gerstenhaber-Schack double complex defines a cylindrical K-module. Therefore, the co-
cyclic operator
τdiag :“ τalg ˝ τcoalg “ τcoalg ˝ τalg
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completes the cosimplicial K-module
`
C‚diagpHq, δ
diag, σdiag
˘
from (2.5) to a cocyclic K-
module.
Proof. For an f P CndiagpHq, the cocyclic operator τdiag after a straightforward computa-
tion comes out as:
pτdiagfqpu
1, . . . , unq
“
´
u1p1q ¨ ¨ ¨u
n´1
p1q S
`
f p1q
`
S´1pu1p3q ¨ ¨ ¨u
n´1
p3q u
n
pnqq, u
1
p2q, . . . , u
n´1
p2q
˘˘¯
Ż`
f p2q
`
S´1pu1p3q ¨ ¨ ¨u
n´1
p3q u
n
pnqq, u
1
p2q, . . . , u
n´1
p2q
˘
unp1q b ¨ ¨ ¨
b pf pnq
`
S´1pu1p3q ¨ ¨ ¨u
n´1
p3q u
n
pnqq, u
1
p2q, . . . , u
n´1
p2q
˘
unpn´1q b 1
˘
.
(3.21)
By the very definition of τdiag, it is already clear from §§3.1–3.2 that`
C‚diagpHq, δ
diag, σdiag
˘
is a para-cocyclic K-module; it remains to show that
τn`1diag “ τ
n`1
alg ˝ τ
n`1
coalg “ τ
n`1
coalg ˝ τ
n`1
alg “ id
in degree n: using the expressions (3.12) along with (3.20), we compute for an f P
CndiagpHq:
pτn`1
coalg
τn`1
alg
fqpu1, . . . , unq
“
`
u1p1q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p
p1q
Spu1p4q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p
p4q
q
˘
Ż`
pS2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b S2qpτn`1
alg
fqpu1p3q, . . . , u
p
p3q
q
˘
Ž
`
Spu1p2q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p
p2q
qu1p5q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p
p5q
˘
“
`
u1p1q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p
p1q
Spu1p8q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p
p8q
q
˘
Ż´
pS2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b S2q
´`
u1p7q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
n
p7qS
´1pu1p4q ¨ ¨ ¨u
n
p4qq
˘
Ż f
`
S´2pu1p5qq, . . . S
´2punp5qq
˘
Ž
`
S´1pu1p6q ¨ ¨ ¨u
n
p6qqu
1
p3q ¨ ¨ ¨u
n
p3q
˘¯¯
Ž
`
Spu1p2q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
p
p2q
qu1p9q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
p
p9q
˘
“
´
u1p1q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
p
p1q
Spu1p8q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p
p8q
qS2pu1p7q ¨ ¨ ¨u
n
p7qqSpu
1
p4q ¨ ¨ ¨u
n
p4qq
¯
Ż´
pS2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b S2qf
`
S´2pu1p5qq, . . . S
´2punp5qq
˘¯
Ž
´
Spu1p6q ¨ ¨ ¨u
n
p6qqS
2pu1p3q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
n
p3qqSpu
1
p2q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p
p2q
qu1p9q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p
p9q
¯
“ pS2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b S2qf
`
S´2pu1q, . . . S´2punq
˘
,
where we used S2pup2qqSpup1qq “ Spup2qqS
2pup1qq “ εpuq. If the antipode is involutive,
the above expression obviously gives the identity on CndiagpHq and hence τ
n`1
diag “ id. 
Remark 3.5. We want to underline that both τalg and τcoalg were only para-cocyclic unless
H is cocommutative, but this restriction somewhat surprisingly disappears on the diagonal,
which is precisely characteristic for a cylindrical K-module. The condition of the antipode
to be involutive can be replaced by the notion of a modular pair in involution in the sense
of [CoMo], but we shall not pursue this generalisation here as this is not the main focus of
our present considerations.
Remark 3.6 (Cyclic Gerstenhaber-Schack cohomology). The cyclic operator τdiag
yields as in (C.1) the cyclic (or Connes’) boundary B “: Bdiag. In particular, if S2 “ id,
then one has B2diag “ 0 and the triple pC
‚
diagpHq, δ
diag, Bdiagq becomes a mixed complex.
By the cyclic Eilenberg-Zilber theorem [GetJ, Thm. 3.1], we know that there is a quasi-
isomorphism of “para-chain” complexes between the total complex and the diagonal one
(see op. cit. for all details), and it makes therefore sense to consider the cohomology of the
complex
pC‚diagpHqrruss, δ
diag ` uBdiagq,
where u is a degree`2 variable, and call it cyclic Gerstenhaber-Schack cohomology.
Remark 3.7. The cocyclic structure on the Gerstenhaber-Schack complex in Theorem 3.4
will later on also automatically follow from Corollary 4.10 implied by the existence of the
structure of a cyclic operad on the family of K-modules underlying the diagonal complex.
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4. HIGHER STRUCTURES ON THE GERSTENHABER-SCHACK COMPLEX
In this section, we will approach the (K-modules underlying the) Gerstenhaber-Schack
complex from a slightly different point of view, i.e., by exhibiting its operadic resp. cyclic
operadic structure.
4.1. The Gerstenhaber-Schack complex as an operad with multiplication. One might
be tempted to think that the operadic structure on the (K-modules underlying the)
Gerstenhaber-Schack complex can be obtained by somehow composing and generalising
the classical ones for the endomorphism resp. coendomorphism operad of the first column
resp. row in (2.1), but things appear to be much more intricate involving the antipode, that
is, probably would not work for merely a K-bialgebra.
Theorem 4.1. The collection tHomKpH
bn, Hbnquně0 of K-modules carries the structure
of an operad with multiplication whose associated cochain complex is the Gerstenhaber-
Schack complex.
Proof. Recall first the notation for the (left or right) diagonal action Ż resp. Ž from (1.3).
As in §1.3, we also write rab bsrcb ds to express the factorwise multiplication acb bd.
Define then the partial operadic composition for f P HomKpHbp, Hbpq and g P
HomKpH
bq, Hbqq as follows:
pf ˝i gqpu
1
, . . . , u
p`q´1q
“ rpidi´1 b∆q´1 b idp´iqfpu1, . . . , ui´1, uipi`2q ¨ ¨ ¨u
i`q´1
pi`2q , u
i`q
pi`2q, . . . , u
p`q´1
pi`2q qs
rS´1puipi`1q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p`q´1
pi`1q q Ż pu
i
p1q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p`q´1
p1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b u
i
pi´1q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p`q´1
pi´1q
b gpuipiq, . . . , u
i`q´1
piq q Ž pu
i`q
piq ¨ ¨ ¨u
p`q´1
piq qq b 1
bp´is,
(4.1)
where ∆0 :“ id, ∆1 :“ ∆, ∆2 :“ p∆ b idq∆ “ pid b ∆q∆, and so on. If g P
HomKpK,Kq » K is an element of degree zero, that is, an element in K, this formula has to
be read by putting∆´1 :“ ε, or rather
pf ˝i gqpu
1, . . . , up´1q “ pidi´1 b εb idp´iqfpu1, . . . , ui´1, ηpgq, ui, . . . , up´1q.
To check that this indeed fulfils the associativity axioms of the partial composition of
an operad is an ordeal but nevertheless straightforward by enhanced Hopf algebra yoga:
in order to avoid panic attacks among our readership, the full proof is moved to Ap-
pendix §A, and we exemplify this here by a low degree computation: for example, let
f P HomKpH
b2, Hb2q, g P HomKpHb3, Hb3q, and h P HomKpH,Hq, as well as i “ 2,
j “ 3. Then for u, v, w, x P H , one computes
`
pf ˝2 gq ˝3 hqpu, v, w, xq
“ rpf ˝2 gqpu, v, wp5q, xp5qqsrS
´1pwp4qxp4qq Ż pwp1qxp1q bwp2qxp2q b hpwp3qq Ž xp3qq b 1
b2s
“
“
rpidb∆2qfpu, vp4qwp8qxp8qqsrS
´1pvp3qwp7qxp7qq Ż pvp1qwp5qxp5q b gpvp2q, wp6q, xp6qqqs
‰
“
S´1pwp4qxp4qq Ż pwp1qxp1q b wp2qxp2q b hpwp3qq Ž xp3qq b 1
‰
“
“`
idb∆2
˘
fpu, vp4qwp7qxp7qq
‰“
S´1pvp3qwp6qxp6qq Ż pvp1q b gpvp2q, wp5q, xp5qqq
‰
“
wp1qxp1q b S
´1pwp4qxp4qq Ż pwp2qxp2q b hpwp3qq Ž xp3qq b 1
‰
“
“`
idb∆2
˘
fpu, vp4qwp7qxp7qq
‰“
S´1pvp3qwp6qxp6qqŻ´
vp1qwp1qxp1q b rgpvp2q , wp5q, xp5qq Ž pS
´1pwp4qxp4qqqsrwp2qxp2q b hpwp3qq Ž xp3q b 1s
¯‰
.
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On the other hand, we have`
f ˝2 pg ˝2 hqqpu, v, w, xq
“ rpidb∆2qfpu, vp4qwp4qxp4qqsrS
´1pvp3qwp3qxp3qq Ż pvp1qwp1qxp1q b pg ˝2 hqpvp2q , wp2q, xp2qqqs
“
“
pidb∆2qfpu, vp4qwp7qxp7qq
‰“
S´1pvp3qwp6qxp6qqŻ´
vp1qwp1qxp1q b rgpvp2q , wp5q, xp5qqsrS
´1pwp4qxp4qq Ż pwp2qxp2q b hpwp3qq Ž xp3qq b 1s
¯‰
“
“`
idb∆2
˘
fpu, vp4qwp7qxp7qq
‰“
S´1pvp3qwp6qxp6qqŻ´
vp1qwp1qxp1q b rgpvp2q , wp5q, xp5qq Ž pS
´1pwp4qxp4qqqsrwp2qxp2q b hpwp3qq Ž xp3q b 1s
¯‰
,
which is the same expression as above.
To see that we moreover deal with an operad with multiplication, define the multiplica-
tion element µ P HomKpHb2, Hb2q by
µpu, vq “ ∆puvq “ up1qvp1q b up2qvp2q, (4.2)
along with the identity 1 :“ idH P HomKpH,Hq and the unit e :“ 1K P HomKpK,Kq »
K. From the counitality of the underlying coalgebra, one immediately obtains µ ˝1 e “
µ ˝2 e “ 1 and likewise, for u, v, w P H , we easily compute:
pµ ˝1 µqpu, v, wq
“ rp∆b idqµpup3qvp3q, wp3qqsrS
´1pup2qvp2qwp2qq Ż µpup1q, vp1qq Žwp1q b 1s
“ rp∆b idqµpuv, wqsr1b 1b 1s
“ up1qvp1qwp1q b up2qvp2qwp2q b up3qvp3qwp3q
“ rpidb∆qµpu, vwqsr1 b 1b 1s
“ pµ ˝2 µqpu, v, wq.
As for the second statement, it is a straightforward check that the differential (2.4) on
the diagonal complex is indeed as in (D.4) given by
δdiagf “ p´1qp`1tµ, fu,
for f P HomKpHbp, Hbpq, where t¨, ¨u is defined as in (D.3). Since to see this nearly the
same computation is required as the one we shall execute in the proof of Lemma 4.7, we
skip it at this point. This completes the proof. 
Remark 4.2. One can probably relax the condition of the antipode to be invertible and
replace the operadic composition (4.1) by its opposite which would use the antipode itself
instead of its inverse. We do not pursue this generalisation here as in the next section we
are mainly interested in the case of an involutive antipode.
The following is then automatic by a well-known result, see §D.1 and the references
given there.
Corollary 4.3. For any Hopf algebra with invertible antipode, its Gerstenhaber-Schack
cohomology is a Gerstenhaber algebra.
Explicitly, the cup product and the Gerstenhaber bracket are given by Eqs. (D.2) and
(D.3), respectively, where the operadic composition is that in Eq. (4.1).
Remark 4.4. The question of the existence of a (nontrivial) Gerstenhaber algebra structure
on Gerstenhaber-Schack cohomology has been asked in the literature several times before
[FaSo, GeSch, Tai]. In §5, we shall show that if H is finitely generated over K, then the
Gerstenhaber bracket from Corollary 4.3 vanishes in cohomology and one rather obtains
an e3-algebra structure, that is, a bracket of degree ´2 which is compatible with the cup
product (see, e.g., [SaWa, Def. 5.1] for a definition).
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Example 4.5 (Universal enveloping algebras of Lie algebras). A simple computation for
the enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra in, say, degree one, shows that the Gerstenhaber
bracket fromCorollary 4.3 on Gerstenhaber-Schack cohomology does not vanish, see (1.1).
However, if the underlying Lie algebra is abelian, that is, the enveloping algebra both
commutative and cocommutative, then the bracket vanishes again.
Remark 4.6. In §4.2 we are going to show that this Gerstenhaber structure is actually part
of the stronger notion of a Batalin-Vilkoviskiı˘ (or BV) structure.
Lemma 4.7. The cup product is explicitly given by the formula
pf ` gqpu1, . . . , up`qq
“ fpu1p1q, . . . , u
p
p1qq Ž pu
p`1
p1q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p`q
p1q q b pu
1
p2q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p
p2qq Ż gpu
p`1
p2q , . . . , u
p`q
p2q q,
(4.3)
for f P HomKpH
bp, Hbpq and g P HomKpH
bq, Hbqq.
Proof. The cup product that belongs to the Gerstenhaber structure arising from an operad
with multiplication is computed by the customary formula
f ` g “ pµ ˝2 gq ˝1 f.
Using (4.1) and the expression (4.2) for the multiplication element µ, we see by multiple
coassociativity and the antipode identities for a Hopf algebra that
ppµ ˝2 gq ˝1 fqpu
1, . . . , up`qq
“ rp∆p´1 b idqq
`
pµ ˝2 gqpu
1
p3q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
p
p3q
, u
p`1
p3q
, . . . , u
p`q
p3q
q
˘
s
rS´1pu1p2q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p`q
p2q
q Ż fpu1p1q, . . . , u
p
p1q
q Ž pup`1
p1q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q
p1q
q b 1bqs
“ rp∆p´1 b idqq
`
rpid b∆q´1qµpu1p3q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p
p3q
, u
p`1
p6q
¨ ¨ ¨ up`q
p6q
qs
rS´1pup`1p5q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
p`q
p5q q Ż pu
p`1
p3q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
p`q
p3q b gpu
p`1
p4q , . . . , u
p`q
p4q qqs
˘
s
rS´1pu1p2q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p`q
p2q
q Ż fpu1p1q, . . . , u
p
p1q
q Ž pup`1
p1q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q
p1q
q b 1bqs
“ ru1p3q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p`q
p3q
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b u1pp`2q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p`q
pp`2q
b pu1pp`3q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
p
pp`3q
q Ż gpup`1
pp`3q
, . . . , u
p`q
pp`3q
qs
rS´1pu1p2q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p`q
p2q
q Ż fpu1p1q, . . . , u
p
p1q
q Ž pup`1
p1q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q
p1q
q b 1bqs
“ fpu1p1q, . . . , u
p
p1q
q Ž pup`1
p1q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q
p1q
q b pu1p2q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p
p2q
q Ż gpup`1
p2q
, . . . , u
p`q
p2q
q,
which is the desired formula. 
Remark 4.8. This formula coincides with the cup product given by Taillefer [Tai, Prop.
4.1 & Rem. 4.2] on the total complex when restricted to the diagonal.
4.2. The Gerstenhaber-Schack complex as a cyclic operad with multiplication.
Since we showed in the preceding section that the cosimplicial structure on the family
tHomKpH
bn, Hbnquně0 of K-modules induced by its operadic composition (4.1) coin-
cides with the one of the diagonal complex described in (2.6), we will from now on also
use the operadic notation
CdiagpHqpnq :“ HomKpH
bn, Hbnq, @n ě 0.
The aim of this section consists in showing that this operad with multiplication is in fact a
cyclic operadwith multiplication bymeans of the cyclic operator τdiag introduced in (3.21).
As a consequence, a (by now) well-known theorem states that the Gerstenhaber algebra
structure on cohomology mentioned in Corollary 4.3 is in particular Batalin-Vilkoviskiı˘,
that is, fulfils the equation
tf, gu “ ´p´1qpBf ` g ´ f ` Bg ` p´1qpBpf ` gq,
for f P CdiagpHqppq, g P CdiagpHq, see Appendix D.2.
Theorem 4.9. For any Hopf algebra with involutive antipode, the diagonal cochain com-
plex constitutes a cyclic operad with multiplication.
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Proof. To check that the cyclic operator (3.21) is defining a cyclic operad with multiplica-
tion w.r.t. the operadic composition in (4.1) is a straightforward computation without any
tricks, but nasty. As before, being merciful with our readers, we will move the full proof
to Appendix A and verify at this point only an example in low degrees. More precisely, in
order to illustrate (D.6), let f P CdiagpHqp2q and g P CdiagpHqp2q and note first that for
u, v, w P H , one has
S
`
pf ˝1 gq
p1qpu, v, wq
˘
Ż
`
pf ˝1 gq
p2qpu, v, wq b pf ˝1 gq
p3qpu, v, wq
˘
“ S
`
gp1qpup1q, vp1qqwp1q
˘
Ż´
gp2qpup1q, vp1qqwp2q b
`
up2qvp2qwp3qS
`
fp1qpup3qvp3q, wp4qq
˘˘
Ż fp2qpup3qvp3q, wp4qq
¯
.
Using this, one obtains
pτdiagpf ˝1 gqqpu, v, wq
“
´
up1qvp1qS
`
pf ˝1 gq
p1q
`
S´1pup3qvp3qwp3qq, up2q, vp2q
˘˘¯
Ż
`
pf ˝1 gq
p2q
`
S´1pup3qvp3qwp3qq, up2q, vp2q
˘
wp1q
b pf ˝1 gq
p3q
`
S´1pup3qvp3qwp3qq, up2q, vp2q
˘
wp2q b 1
˘
“
´
up1qvp1qSpvp2qqS
`
gp1qpS´1pup5qvp6qwp3qqp1q, up2qq
˘¯
Ż
´
gp2qpS´1pup5qvp6qwp3qqp1q, up2qqvp3qwp1q
b
`
S´1pup5qvp6qwp3qqp2qup3qvp4qS
`
fp1qpS´1pup5qvp6qwp3qqp3qup4q, vp5qq
˘˘
Ż
`
fp2qpS´1pup5qvp6qwp3qqp3qup4q, vp5qqwp2q b 1
˘¯
“
´
up1qS
`
gp1qpS´1pup3qvp6qwp3qq, up2q
˘¯
Ż´
gp2qpS´1pup3qvp6qwp3qq, up2qqvp1qwp1q b
`
S´1pvp5qwp4qqvp2qS
`
fp1qpS´1pvp4qwp3qq, vp3qq
˘˘
Ż
`
fp2qpS´1pvp4qwp3qq, vp3qqwp2q b 1
˘¯
.
On the other hand,
pτdiagg ˝2 τdiagfqpu, v, wq
“ rpidb∆qτdiaggpu, vp4qwp4qqsrS
´1pvp3qwp3qq Ż pvp1qwp1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b u
q
pq´1q
b τdiagfpvp2q, wp2qqqs
“ rpidb∆q
´´
up1qS
`
gp1q
`
S´1pup3qvp7qwp6qq, up2q
˘˘¯
Ż
`
gp2q
`
S´1pup3qvp7qwp6qq, up2q
˘
vp6qwp5q b 1
˘¯
srS´1pvp5qwp4qqŻ´
vp1qwp1q b
´
vp2qS
`
fp1q
`
S´1pvp4qwp3qq, vp3q
˘˘¯
Ż
`
fp2q
`
S´1pvp4qwp3qq, vp3q
˘
wp2q b 1
˘¯
s
“
´
up1qS
`
gp1qpS´1pup3qvp6qwp3qq, up2q
˘¯
Ż´
gp2qpS´1pup3qvp6qwp3qq, up2qqvp1qwp1q b
`
S´1pvp5qwp4qqvp2qS
`
fp1qpS´1pvp4qwp3qq, vp3qq
˘˘
Ż
`
fp2qpS´1pvp4qwp3qq, vp3qqwp2q b 1
˘¯
,
that is, the same expression as above.
Checking (or rather illustrating at this point) the identity (D.5) is left to the reader and
Eq. (D.7) was already checked in Theorem 3.4.
Finally, let us see that the operad is not only cyclic but indeed cyclic with multiplication,
that is, that τdiag ˝ µ “ µ. Indeed,
pτdiag ˝ µqpu, vq
“
´
up1qS
`
µp1q
`
S´1pup3qvp2qq, up2q
˘˘¯
Ż
`
µp2q
`
S´1pup3qvp2qq, up2q
˘
vp1q b 1
˘
“
´
up1qS
`
S´1pup4qvp2qqp1qup2q
˘¯
Ż
`
pS´1pup4qvp2qqp2qup3qqvp1q b 1
˘
“
´
up1qS
`
S´1pup5qvp3qqup2q
˘¯
Ż
`
S´1pup4qvp2qqup3qvp1q b 1
˘
“
`
uv
˘
Ż p1b 1q
“ µpu, vq,
which is what we wanted. This concludes the proof. 
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Being the structure of a cyclic operad with multiplication given on the diagonal com-
plex that computes Gerstenhaber-Schack cohomology, Theorem 1.4 in [Me] then has two
important consequences. Firstly, we immediately reproduce Theorem 3.4:
Corollary 4.10. Together with the cocyclic operator (3.21), the cosimplicial K-module
from (2.5) becomes a cocyclic K-module.
Secondly, we obtain:
Corollary 4.11. For any Hopf algebra over a field with involutive antipode, its
Gerstenhaber-Schack cohomology groups form a BV algebra.
5. THE FINITE DIMENSIONAL CASE
In case the Hopf algebra H is finitely generated over K, a result by Taillefer [Tai,
Thm. 3.4] implies that
H‚GSpH,Hq » Ext
‚
YD
pK,Kq » Ext‚DpHqpK,Kq, (5.1)
where YD denotes the category of (left-left) Yetter-Drinfel’d modules overH and DpHq
denotes the Drinfel’d double of H , see, for example, [Ka, IX.4] for a description. As
DpHq is a Hopf algebra as well (the antipode of which is involutive if this is the case
for H), the cohomology groups on the left hand side in (5.1) can be computed by the
cochain complexC‚pDpHq,Kq from (3.4) with differential obtained from the cosimplicial
pieces in (3.5). In particular, the underlying K-modules in (3.4) constitute an operad with
multiplication (see [Ko2, Eq. (5.1)], which is cyclic if the antipode of H is involutive) but
the corresponding Gerstenhaber bracket formed as in Eq. (D.3) turns out to be zero when
descending to cohomology [Tai, Rem. 5.4]. On the other hand, the customary Hom-tensor
adjunction induces in each degree n ě 0 an isomorphism
CnpDpHq,Kq » CndiagpHq (5.2)
of K-modules and hence the operadic structure on CnpDpHq,Kq induces one onCndiagpHq
as well, which, in general, is different from the one given in (4.1).
On top, the isomorphism (5.2) is in general not one of cochain complexes and hence
the induced operadic structure on CndiagpHq does not produce the correct differential δ
diag
obtained from (2.6) to computeH‚GSpH,Hq when seen as an operad with multiplication in
the sense of (D.4). Varying the isomorphism (5.2) by composing it with maps of the type
in (3.3) or (3.13) or combinations thereof does not help.
On the other hand, as both cochain complexes C‚pDpHq,Kq and C‚diagpHq do com-
pute the same cohomology, they are quasi-isomorphic; moreover, as H is finitely gen-
erated, (5.2) implies they must actually be isomorphic as cochain complexes. Cochain
complex isomorphisms between C‚pDpHq,Kq and C‚diagpHq are, however, neither unique
nor canonical. Although there is a priori no reason why among various such isomorphisms
there should be also a morphism of operads with multiplication, one nevertheless might be
tempted to expect that the Gerstenhaber bracket from Corollary 4.3 vanishes in cohomol-
ogy as well in case H is finitely generated.
We prove this by a direct computation:
Theorem 5.1. Let H be a finite dimensional Hopf algebra over a field of characteristic
zero. Then the Gerstenhaber bracket from Corollary 4.3 vanishes inH‚GSpH,Hq.
Proof. This can be proven by a direct but annoying computation, which relies on the fol-
lowing observations: first, if f P CpdiagpHq is a cocycle with respect to the differential
δdiag, one can verify that
pÿ
i“1
p´1qifpu1, . . . , ui´1, 1, ui`1, . . . , upq “ 0, (5.3)
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and also that fp1, . . . , 1q “ 0 for p odd and fp1, . . . , 1q “ 1bp (or K-multiples thereof) for
p even. From this follows that
fpu1p1q, . . . , u
p
p1qq b u
1
p2q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p
p2q “ u
1
p1q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p
p1q b fpu
1
p2q, . . . , u
p
p2qq, (5.4)
and inserting this into the operadic composition (4.1) one can see (with some patience)
that tf, gu for two cocycles is either zero or a coboundary, hence vanishes in cohomology.
For the sake of (paper) compactness, we will elucidate here how to do this for the lowest
degree case of two 1-cocycles, which nevertheless makes clear which kind of algebraic
manipulations are used in order to tackle the general case. To give an idea of how the length
of the computation increases while the kind of manipulations occurring in it are basically
unchanged, the detailed computation of the bracket of a 1-cocycle and a 2-cocycle is given
in Appendix B.
So, let both f, g P C1diagpHq be both 1-cocycles, that is, for u, v in H we have
fpup1qqvp1q b up2qvp2q ´∆pfpuvqq ` up1qvp1q b up2qfpvp2qq “ 0. (5.5)
Putting first u “ 1 and then v “ 1 in Eq. (5.5) and subtracting the two resulting equations
one from another leads to
fpup1qq b up2q ` up1q b up2qfp1q ´ fp1qup1q b up2q ´ up1q b fpup2qq “ 0. (5.6)
Moreover, putting both u “ v “ 1 in Eq. (5.5) leads to fp1qb1´∆pfp1qq`1bfp1q “ 0,
that is, fp1q is a primitive element. However, a finite dimensional Hopf algebra over
a field of characteristic zero does not have any nontrivial primitive elements [DaNaRa,
Ex. 4.2.16]; hence, fp1q “ 0, which is Eq. (5.3) in degree one. Putting this back into (5.6),
we obtain (5.4) in degree one. From this, one further obtains
fpup1qq b up2q b up3q “ up1q b∆
`
fpup2qq
˘
“ up1q b fpup2qq b up3q
“ up1q b up2q b fpup3qq,
(5.7)
where the last two steps again follow from (5.5) evaluated for u “ 1 resp. v “ 1, along
with fp1q “ 0. We then have
fpup3qqS
´1pup2qqgpup1qq “ m
2
oppg b S
´1 b idqpup1q b up2q b fpup3qqq
“ m2oppg b S
´1 b idqpup1q b fpup2qq b up3qq
“ m2oppidb S
´1f b idqpgpup1qq b up2q b up3qq
“ m2oppidb S
´1f b idqpup1q b up2q b gpup3qqq
“ m2oppidb S
´1 b gqpup1q b fpup2qq b up3qq
“ m2oppidb S
´1 b gqpfpup1qq b up2q b up3qq
“ gpup3qqS
´1pup2qqfpup1qq.
Hence, tf, gu “ 0, which concludes the proof. 
From Theorem 5.7 in [FiKo] then follows at once:
Corollary 5.2. For any finite dimensional Hopf algebra over a field of characteristic zero,
its Gerstenhaber-Schack cohomology is an e3-algebra by means of the cup product from
(4.3) and the degree ´2 bracket
tf, gu :“ p´1qf pBfq ` pBgq, (5.8)
for f, g P H‚GSpH,Hq, where B is Connes’ cyclic coboundary obtained from the cocyclic
operator (3.21) as in Eq. (C.1).
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Remark 5.3. The e3-algebra structure on HGSpH,Hq from Corollary 5.2 is presumably
different from the one exhibited in [GiYa, Sh1, Sh2] as the latter does not rely on the
finite dimensionality of H . In particular, the constructions in op. cit. would apply to the
enveloping algebra of a nonabelian Lie algebra, whereas Example 4.5 shows that this is
not the case for the construction in Corollary 5.2.
APPENDIX A. FULL PROOFS OF THEOREMS 4.1 AND 4.9
Proof of Theorem 4.1. It remains to show in full generality that the composition defined in
(4.1) indeed is an operadic one, that is, fulfils the identities in (D.1). To prove the vertical
composition axiom, that is, the middle identity in (D.1), let f P HomKpHbp, Hbpq, g P
HomKpH
bq, Hbqq, and h P HomKpHbr, Hbrq, as well as i ď j ď q ` i ´ 1. We
compute
`
pf ˝i gq ˝j hqpu
1, . . . , up`q`r´2q
“ rpidj´1 b∆r´1 b idp`q´j´1qpf ˝i gqpu
1, . . . , uj´1, u
j
pj`2q
¨ ¨ ¨uj`r´1
pj`2q
, u
j`r
pj`2q
, . . . , u
p`q`r´2
pj`2q
qs
rS´1puj
pj`1q
¨ ¨ ¨ up`q`r´2
pj`1q
q Ż puj
p1q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q`r´2
p1q
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b uj
pj´1q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q`r´2
pj´1q
b hpuj
pjq
, . . . , u
j`r´1
pjq
q Ž puj`r
pjq
¨ ¨ ¨ up`q`r´2
pjq
qq b 1bp`q´j´1s
“
“`
id
j´1 b∆r´1 b idp`q´j´1
˘
rpidi´1 b∆q´1 b idp´iqfpu1, . . . , ui´1,
uipi`2q ¨ ¨ ¨u
j´1
pi`2q
u
j
pj`i`3q
¨ ¨ ¨ui`q`r´2
pj`i`3q
, u
i`r`q´1
pj`i`4q
, . . . , u
p`q`r´2
pj`i`4q
qs
rS´1puipi`1q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
j´1
pi`1q
u
j
pj`i`2q
¨ ¨ ¨ up`q`r´2
pj`i`2q
qŻ
puip1q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
j´1
p1q
u
j
pj`2q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q`r´2
pj`2q
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b uipi´1q ¨ ¨ ¨u
j´1
pi´1q
u
j
pj`iq
¨ ¨ ¨up`q`r´2
pj`iq
b gpuipiq, . . . , u
j´1
piq
, u
j
pj`i`1q
¨ ¨ ¨uj`r´1
pj`i`1q
, u
j`r
pj`i`1q
, . . . , u
i`q`r´2
pj`i`1q
q
Ž pui`r`q´1
pj`i`3q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q`r´2
pj`i`3q
qq b 1bp´is
‰“
S´1puj
pj`1q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q`r´2
pj`1q
qŻ
puj
p1q
¨ ¨ ¨ up`q`r´2
p1q
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b uj
pj´1q
¨ ¨ ¨ up`q`r´2
pj´1q
b hpuj
pjq
, . . . , u
j`r´1
pjq
q
Ž puj`r
pjq
¨ ¨ ¨up`q`r´2
pjq
qq b 1bp`q´j´1
‰
“
“`
id
i´1 b∆q`r´2 b idp´i
˘
fpu1, . . . , ui´1, uipi`2q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
j´1
pi`2q
u
j
pj`4q
¨ ¨ ¨ui`q`r´2
pj`4q
, u
i`r`q´1
pj`4q
, . . . , u
p`q`r´2
pj`4q
q
‰
“
S´1puipi`1q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
j´1
pi`1q
u
j
pj`3q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q`r´2
pj`3q
q Ż puip1q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
j´1
p1q
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b uipi´1q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
j´1
pi´1q
b pidj´i b∆r´1 b idq`i´j´1qpgpuipiq, . . . , u
j´1
piq
, u
j
pj`2q
¨ ¨ ¨uj`r´1
pj`2q
, u
j`r
pj`2q
, . . . , u
i`q`r´2
pj`2q
qq
Ž pui`r`q´1
pj`2q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q`r´2
pj`2q
qq b 1bp´i
‰“
u
j
p1q
¨ ¨ ¨ up`q`r´2
p1q
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b uj
pi´1q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q`r´2
pi´1q
b S´1puj
pj`1q
¨ ¨ ¨ up`q`r´2
pj`1q
q Ż puj
piq
¨ ¨ ¨up`q`r´2
piq
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b uj
pj´1q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q`r´2
pj´1q
b hpuj
pjq
, . . . , u
j`r´1
pjq
q Ž puj`r
pjq
¨ ¨ ¨ up`q`r´2
pjq
qq b 1bp`q´j´1
‰
“
“`
id
i´1 b∆q`r´2 b idp´i
˘
fpu1, . . . , ui´1, uipi`2q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
j´1
pi`2q
u
j
pj`4q
¨ ¨ ¨ui`q`r´2
pj`4q
, u
i`r`q´1
pj`5q
, . . . , u
p`q`r´2
pj`5q
q
‰
“
S´1puipi`1q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
j´1
pi`1qu
j
pj`3q ¨ ¨ ¨u
i`r`q´2
pj`3q u
i`r`q´1
pj`4q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p`q`r´2
pj`4q qŻ´
uip1q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p`q`r´2
p1q
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b uipi´1q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
p`q`r´2
pi´1q
b rpidj´i b∆r´1 b idq`i´j´1qgpuipiq, . . . , u
j´1
piq
, u
j
pj`2q
¨ ¨ ¨ uj`r´1
pj`2q
, u
j`r
pj`2q
, . . . , u
i`q`r´2
pj`2q
q
Ž pui`r`q´1pj`2q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p`q`r´2
pj`2q S
´1pujpj`1q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p`q`r´2
pj`1q qqs
ruj
piq
¨ ¨ ¨up`q`r´2
piq
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b uj
pj´1q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q`r´2
pj´1q
b hpuj
pjq
, . . . , u
j`r´1
pjq
q
Ž puj`r
pjq
¨ ¨ ¨up`q`r´2
pjq
q b p1bq´j`i´1 Ž pui`r`q´1
pj`3q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q`r´2
pj`3q
qqs
¯
b 1bp´i
‰
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“
“`
id
i´1 b∆q`r´2 b idp´i
˘
fpu1, . . . , ui´1, uipi`2q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
j´1
pi`2q
u
j
pj`4q
¨ ¨ ¨ui`q`r´2
pj`4q
, u
i`r`q´1
pj`3q
, . . . , u
p`q`r´2
pj`3q
q
‰
“
S´1puipi`1q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
j´1
pi`1q
u
j
pj`3q
¨ ¨ ¨ui`r`q´2
pj`3q
u
i`r`q´1
pj`2q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q`r´2
pj`2q
qŻ´
uip1q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p`q`r´2
p1q
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b uipi´1q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
p`q`r´2
pi´1q
b rpidj´i b∆r´1 b idq`i´j´1qgpuipiq, . . . , u
j´1
piq
, u
j
pj`2q
¨ ¨ ¨ uj`r´1
pj`2q
, u
j`r
pj`2q
, . . . , u
i`q`r´2
pj`2q
q
Ž S´1puj
pj`1q
¨ ¨ ¨ui`q`r´2
pj`1q
qsruj
piq
¨ ¨ ¨up`q`r´2
piq
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b uj
pj´1q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q`r´2
pj´1q
b hpuj
pjq
, . . . , u
j`r´1
pjq
q Ž puj`r
pjq
¨ ¨ ¨up`q`r´2
pjq
q
b p1bq´j`i´1 Ž pui`r`q´1
pj`1q
¨ ¨ ¨ up`q`r´2
pj`1q
qqs
¯
b 1bp´i
‰
,
where in case i “ j we read this by means of ui ¨ ¨ ¨uj´1 “ 1 and tui, . . . , uj´1u “ H.
On the other hand, one has
`
f ˝i pg ˝j´i`1 hqqpu
1, . . . , up`q`r´2q
“ rpidi´1 b∆q`r´2 b idp´iqfpu1, . . . , ui´1, uipi`2q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
i`q`r´2
pi`2q
, u
i`q`r´1
pi`2q
, . . . , u
p`q`r´2
pi`2q
qs
rS´1puipi`1q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
p`q`r´2
pi`1q q Ż pu
i
p1q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p`q`r´2
p1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b u
i
pi´1q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p`q`r´2
pi´1q
b pg ˝j´i`1 hqpu
i
piq, . . . , u
i`q`r´2
piq
q Ž pui`q`r´1
piq
¨ ¨ ¨ up`q`r´2
piq
qq b 1bp´is
“
“
pidi´1 b∆q`r´2 b idp´iq
fpu1, . . . , ui´1, uipi`2q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
j´1
pi`2q
u
j
pj`4q
¨ ¨ ¨ui`q`r´2
pj`4q
, u
i`q`r´1
pi`2q
, . . . , u
p`q`r´2
pi`2q
q
‰
“
S´1puipi`1q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
j´1
pi`1q
u
j
pj`3q
¨ ¨ ¨ui`q`r´2
pj`3q
u
i`q`r´1
pi`1q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q`r´2
pi`1q
qŻ´
uip1q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p`q`r´2
p1q
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b uipi´1q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
p`q`r´2
pi´1q
b rpidj´i b∆r´1 b idq`i´j´1qgpuipiq, . . . , u
j´1
piq
, u
j
pj`2q
¨ ¨ ¨uj`r´1
pj`2q
, u
j`r
pj`2q
, . . . , u
i`q`r´2
pj`2q
qs
rS´1puj
pj`1q
¨ ¨ ¨ui`q`r´2
pj`1q
q Ż puj
piq
¨ ¨ ¨ ui`q`r´2
piq
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b uj
pj´1q
¨ ¨ ¨ ui`q`r´2
pj´1q
b hpuj
pjq
, ¨ ¨ ¨uj`r´1
pjq
q Ž puj`r
pjq
¨ ¨ ¨ ui`q`r´2
pjq
qq b 1bq´j`i´1s
Ž pui`q`r´1
piq
¨ ¨ ¨up`q`r´2
piq
q
¯
b 1bp´i
‰
“
“`
id
i´1 b∆q`r´2 b idp´i
˘
fpu1, . . . , ui´1, uipi`2q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
j´1
pi`2qu
j
pj`4q ¨ ¨ ¨u
i`q`r´2
pj`4q , u
i`r`q´1
pj`3q , . . . , u
p`q`r´2
pj`3q q
‰
“
S´1puipi`1q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
j´1
pi`1q
u
j
pj`3q
¨ ¨ ¨ui`r`q´2
pj`3q
u
i`r`q´1
pj`2q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q`r´2
pj`2q
qŻ´
uip1q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p`q`r´2
p1q
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b uipi´1q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
p`q`r´2
pi´1q
b rpidj´i b∆r´1 b idq`i´j´1qgpuipiq, . . . , u
j´1
piq
, u
j
pj`2q
¨ ¨ ¨uj`r´1
pj`2q
, u
j`r
pj`2q
, . . . , u
i`q`r´2
pj`2q
q
Ž S´1puj
pj`1q
¨ ¨ ¨ui`q`r´2
pj`1q
qsruj
piq
¨ ¨ ¨up`q`r´2
piq
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b uj
pj´1q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q`r´2
pj´1q
b hpuj
pjq
, . . . , u
j`r´1
pjq
q Ž puj`r
pjq
¨ ¨ ¨up`q`r´2
pjq
q
b p1bq´j`i´1 Ž pui`r`q´1
pj`1q
¨ ¨ ¨ up`q`r´2
pj`1q
qqs
¯
b 1bp´i
‰
,
and by staring on this for a (probably not so) little while, one sees that this indeed coincides
with the expression obtained above.
The remaining identities in (D.1) that amount to the parallel composition axiom for
an operad are left to the reader. Hence, the family of K-modules CdiagpHqpnq :“
HomKpH
bn, Hbnq for n ě 0 defines an operad in K-Mod. 
Proof of Theorem 4.9. It remains to prove that Eqs. (D.5)–(D.7) are fulfilled with respect
to the operadic composition (4.1) and the cocyclic operator (3.21). To start with, let us
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check (D.6). Note first that for f P CdiagpHqppq and g P CdiagpHqpqq, one has
S
`
pf ˝1 gq
p1qpu1, . . . , up`q´1q
˘
Ż
`
pf ˝1 gq
p2qpu1, . . . , up`q´1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b pf ˝1 gq
pp`q´1qpu1, . . . , up`q´1q
˘
“ S
`
gp1qpu1p1q, . . . , u
q
p1q
quq`1
p1q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q´1
p1q
˘
Ż
´
gp2qpu1p1q, . . . , u
q
p1q
quq`1
p2q
¨ ¨ ¨ up`q´1
p2q
b ¨ ¨ ¨
b gpqqpu1p1q, . . . , u
q
p1qqu
q`1
pqq ¨ ¨ ¨u
p`q´1
pqq
b
`
u1p2q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
q
p2q
u
q`1
pq`1q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q´1
pq`1q
S
`
fp1qpu1p3q ¨ ¨ ¨u
q
p3q
, u
q`1
pq`2q
, . . . , u
p`q´1
pq`2q
q
˘˘
Ż
`
fp2qpu1p3q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
q
p3q
, u
q`1
pq`2q
, . . . , u
p`q´1
pq`2q
q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b fppqpu1p3q ¨ ¨ ¨u
q
p3q
, u
q`1
pq`2q
, . . . , u
p`q´1
pq`2q
q
˘¯
.
Using this, one has
pτdiagpf ˝1 gqqpu
1, . . . , up`q´1q
“
´
u1p1q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p`q´2
p1q
S
`
pf ˝1 gq
p1q
`
S´1pu1p3q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p`q´2
p3q
u
p`q´1
pp`q´1q
q, u1p2q, . . . , u
p`q´2
p2q
˘˘¯
Ż
`
pf ˝1 gq
p2q
`
S´1pu1p3q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p`q´2
p3q
u
p`q´1
pp`q´1q
q, u1p2q, . . . , u
p`q´2
p2q
˘
u
p`q´1
p1q
b ¨ ¨ ¨
b pf ˝1 gq
pp`q´1q
`
S´1pu1p3q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
p`q´2
p3q
u
p`q´1
pp`q´1q
q, u1p2q, . . . , u
p`q´2
p2q
˘
u
p`q´1
pp`q´2q
b 1
˘
“
´
u1p1q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p`q´2
p1q
Spuq
p2q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q´2
p2q
qS
`
gp1qpS´1pu1p5q ¨ ¨ ¨u
q´1
p5q
u
q
pq`4q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q´2
pq`4q
u
p`q´1
pp`q´1q
qp1q, u
1
p2q, . . . , u
q´1
p2q
q
˘¯
Ż´
gp2qpS´1pu1p5q ¨ ¨ ¨u
q´1
p5q
u
q
pq`4q
¨ ¨ ¨ up`q´2
pq`4q
u
p`q´1
pp`q´1q
qp1q, u
1
p2q, . . . , u
q´1
p2q
quq
p3q
¨ ¨ ¨ up`q´2
p3q
u
p`q´1
p1q
b ¨ ¨ ¨
b gpqqpS´1pu1p5q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
q´1
p5q
u
q
pq`4q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q´2
pq`4q
u
p`q´1
pp`q´1q
qp1q, u
1
p2q, . . . , u
q´1
p2q
quq
pq`1q
¨ ¨ ¨ up`q´2
pq`1q
u
p`q´1
pq´1q
b
`
S´1pu1p5q ¨ ¨ ¨u
q´1
p5q
u
q
pq`4q
¨ ¨ ¨ up`q´2
pq`4q
u
p`q´1
pp`q´1q
qp2qu
1
p3q ¨ ¨ ¨u
q´1
p3q
u
q
pq`2q
¨ ¨ ¨ up`q´2
pq`2q
S
`
fp1qpS´1pu1p5q ¨ ¨ ¨u
q´1
p5q u
q
pq`4q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p`q´2
pq`4q u
p`q´1
pp`q´1qqp3qu
1
p4q ¨ ¨ ¨u
q´1
p4q , u
q
pq`3q, . . . , u
p`q´2
pq`3q q
˘˘
Ż`
fp2qpS´1pu1p5q ¨ ¨ ¨u
q´1
p5q
u
q
pq`4q
¨ ¨ ¨ up`q´2
pq`4q
u
p`q´1
pp`q´1q
qp3qu
1
p4q ¨ ¨ ¨u
q´1
p4q
, u
q
pq`3q
, . . . , u
p`q´2
pq`3q
qup`q´1
pqq
b ¨ ¨ ¨
b fppqpS´1pu1p5q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
q´1
p5q
u
q
pq`4q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q´2
pq`4q
u
p`q´1
pp`q´1q
qp3qu
1
p4q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
q´1
p4q
, u
q
pq`3q
, . . . , u
p`q´2
pq`3q
qup`q´1
pp`q´2q
b 1
˘¯
“
´
u1p1q ¨ ¨ ¨u
q´1
p1q
S
`
gp1qpS´1pu1p3q ¨ ¨ ¨u
q´1
p3q
u
q
pq`4q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q´2
pq`4q
u
p`q´1
pp`q`1q
q, u1p2q, . . . , u
q´1
p2q
q
˘¯
Ż´
gp2qpS´1pu1p3q ¨ ¨ ¨u
q´1
p3q u
q
pq`4q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
p`q´2
pq`4q u
p`q´1
pp`q`1qq, u
1
p2q, . . . , u
q´1
p2q qu
q
p1q ¨ ¨ ¨u
p`q´1
p1q b ¨ ¨ ¨
b gpqqpS´1pu1p3q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
q´1
p3q
u
q
pq`4q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q´2
pq`4q
u
p`q´1
pp`q`1q
q, u1p2q, . . . , u
q´1
p2q
quq
pq´1q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q´1
pq´1q
b
`
S´1puq
pq`3q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q´2
pq`3q
u
p`q´1
pp`qq
quq
pqq
¨ ¨ ¨up`q´2
pqq
S
`
fp1qpS´1puq
pq`2q
¨ ¨ ¨ up`q´2
pq`2q
u
p`q´1
pp`q´1q
q, uq
pq`1q
, . . . , u
p`q´2
pq`1q
q
˘˘
Ż`
fp2qpS´1puq
pq`2q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q´2
pq`2q
u
p`q´1
pp`q´1q
q, uq
pq`1q
, . . . , u
p`q´2
pp`q´1q
qup`q´1
pqq
b ¨ ¨ ¨
b fppqpS´1puq
pq`2q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q´2
pq`2q
u
p`q´1
pp`q´1q
q, uq
pq`1q
, . . . , u
p`q´2
pp`q´1q
qup`q´1
pp`q´2q
b 1
˘¯
.
On the other hand, one equally tediously computes
pτdiagg ˝q τdiagfqpu
1, . . . , up`q´1q
“ rpidq´1 b∆p´1qτdiaggpu
1, . . . , uq´1, u
q
pq`2q
¨ ¨ ¨ up`q´1
pq`2q
qs
rS´1puq
pq`1q
¨ ¨ ¨ up`q´1
pq`1q
q Ż puq
p1q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q´1
p1q
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b uq
pq´1q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q´1
pq´1q
b τdiagfpu
q
pqq
, . . . , u
p`q´1
pqq
qqs
“ rpidq´1 b∆p´1q
´´
u1p1q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
q´1
p1q
S
`
gp1q
`
S´1pu1p3q ¨ ¨ ¨u
q´1
p3q
u
q
p2q`3q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q´2
p2q`3q
u
p`q´1
pp`2qq
q, u1p2q, . . . , u
q´1
p2q
˘˘¯
Ż
`
gp2q
`
S´1pu1p3q ¨ ¨ ¨u
q´1
p3q
u
q
p2q`3q
¨ ¨ ¨ up`q´2
p2q`3q
u
p`q´1
pp`2qq
q, u1p2q, . . . , u
q´1
p2q
˘
u
q
pq`4q
¨ ¨ ¨ up`q´2
pq`4q
u
p`q´1
pp`q`1q
b ¨ ¨ ¨
b pgpqq
`
S´1pu1p3q ¨ ¨ ¨u
q´1
p3q
u
q
p2q`3q
¨ ¨ ¨ up`q´2
p2q`3q
u
p`q´1
pp`2qq
q, u1p2q, . . . , u
q´1
p2q
˘
u
q
p2q`2q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q´2
p2q`2q
u
p`q´1
pp`2q´1q
b 1
˘¯
s
rS´1puq
pq`3q
¨ ¨ ¨ up`q´2
pq`3q
u
p`q´1
pp`qq
q Ż
´
u
q
p1q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q´1
p1q
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b uq
pq´1q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q´1
pq´1q
b
´
u
q
pqq
¨ ¨ ¨up`q´2
pqq
S
`
fp1q
`
S´1puq
pq`2q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q´2
pq`2q
u
p`q´1
pp`q´1q
q, uq
pq`1q
, . . . , u
p`q´2
pq`1q
˘˘¯
Ż
`
fp2q
`
S´1puq
pq`2q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q´2
pq`2q
u
p`q´1
pp`q´1q
q, uq
pq`1q
, . . . , u
p`q´2
pq`1q
˘
u
p`q´1
pqq
b ¨ ¨ ¨
b fppq
`
S´1puq
pq`2q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q´2
pq`2q
u
p`q´1
pp`q´1q
q, uq
pq`1q
, . . . , u
p`q´2
pq`1q
˘
u
p`q´1
pp`q´2q
b 1
˘¯
s
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“
´
u1p1q ¨ ¨ ¨u
q´1
p1q
S
`
gp1qpS´1pu1p3q ¨ ¨ ¨u
q´1
p3q
u
q
pq`4q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q´2
pq`4q
u
p`q´1
pp`q`1q
q, u1p2q, . . . , u
q´1
p2q
q
˘¯
Ż´
gp2qpS´1pu1p3q ¨ ¨ ¨u
q´1
p3q
u
q
pq`4q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q´2
pq`4q
u
p`q´1
pp`q`1q
q, u1p2q, . . . , u
q´1
p2q
quq
p1q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q´1
p1q
b ¨ ¨ ¨
b gpqqpS´1pu1p3q ¨ ¨ ¨ u
q´1
p3q
u
q
pq`4q
¨ ¨ ¨ up`q´2
pq`4q
u
p`q´1
pp`q`1q
q, u1p2q, . . . , u
q´1
p2q
quq
pq´1q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q´1
pq´1q
b
`
S´1puq
pq`3q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q´2
pq`3q
u
p`q´1
pp`qq
quq
pqq
¨ ¨ ¨up`q´2
pqq
S
`
fp1qpS´1puq
pq`2q
¨ ¨ ¨ up`q´2
pq`2q
u
p`q´1
pp`q´1q
q, uq
pq`1q
, . . . , u
p`q´2
pq`1q
q
˘˘
Ż`
fp2qpS´1puq
pq`2q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q´2
pq`2q
u
p`q´1
pp`q´1q
q, uq
pq`1q
, . . . , u
p`q´2
pp`q´1q
qup`q´1
pqq
b ¨ ¨ ¨
b fppqpS´1puq
pq`2q
¨ ¨ ¨up`q´2
pq`2q
u
p`q´1
pp`q´1q
q, uq
pq`1q
, . . . , u
p`q´2
pp`q´1q
qup`q´1
pp`q´2q
b 1
˘¯
,
which by half an hour staring on it hopefully without getting mad one can realise that this
is the same expression as above.
Checking the identity (D.5) is left to the reader and Eq. (D.7) was already checked in
Theorem 3.4. This concludes the proof. 
APPENDIX B. ADDENDUM TO THE PROOF OF THEOREM 5.1
In this appendix, we illustrate how the computational complexity increases if one passes
to the next simple situation: we show that tf, gu “ 0 in Gerstenhaber-Schack coho-
mology for a finite dimensional Hopf algebra over a field of characteristic zero, where
f P C1diagpHq is a 1-cocycle and g P C
2
diagpHq a 2-cocycle. The cocycle condition in
degree two explicitly reads:
gpup1q, vp1qq Ž wp1q b up2qvp2qwp2q ´ p∆b idqgpuv, wq
` pidb∆qgpu, vwq ´ up1qvp1qwp1q b up2q Ż fpvp2q, wp2qq “ 0,
(B.1)
for u, v, w P H . Putting u “ v “ w “ 1 in (B.1) and applying either pid b ε b εq or
pεbεbidq to it yields the equations f p1qp1, 1qεpf p2qp1, 1qq “ εpf p1qp1, 1qqεpf p2qp1, 1qq “
εpf p1qp1, 1qqf p2qp1, 1q, hence fp1, 1q “ 1b1 (or a K-multiple thereof). Putting v “ w “ 1
in (B.1) and applying pidb εb εq to it gives f p1qpu, 1qεpf p2qpu, 1qq “ u
`
pεb εqfp1, 1q
˘
,
whereas with u “ v “ 1, one obtains εpf p1qp1, uqqf p2qp1, uq “ uppεb εqfp1, 1qq. Setting
again v “ w “ 1 resp. u “ v “ 1 in (B.1), applying pid b id b εq to it, and using the
identities just obtained, yields
fpu, 1q “ ppεb εqfp1, 1qq∆u “ fp1, uq,
which is Eq. (5.3) in degree two. With similar manipulations one can even show that
up1q b fpup2q, 1q “ r∆usrfp1, 1qs “ rfp1, 1qsr∆us “ fp1, up1qq b up2q and from this
p∆b idqgpu, vq “ pidb∆qgpu, vq. (B.2)
Take Eq. (B.1) again and subtract one from another the three equations resulting from
setting u resp. v resp. w to be equal to 1. By inserting all of the above into the outcome of
this subtraction, one finally ends up with
gpup1q, vp1qq b up2qvp2q “ up1qvp1q b gpup2q, vp2qq, (B.3)
which is Eq. (5.4) in degree two. Written in components gpu, vq “ gp1qpu, vqbgp2qpu, vq P
H bH , this means:
gp1qpup1q, vp1qq b g
p2qpup1q, vp1qq b up2qvp2q
“ up1qvp1q b g
p1qpup2q, vp2qq b g
p2qpup2q, vp2qq,
(B.4)
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which is the crucial identity we are going to repeatedly use now: the Gerstenhaber bracket
of f and g reads as tf, gu “ f ˝1 g ´ g ˝1 f ´ g ˝2 f , where
pf ˝1 gqpu, vq “ r∆fpup3qvp3qqsrS
´1pup2qvp2qq Ż gpup1q, vp1qqs,
pg ˝1 fqpu, vq “ rgpup3q, vp3qqsrS
´1pup2qvp2qq Ż fpup1qq Ž vp1q b 1s,
pg ˝2 fqpu, vq “ rgpu, vp4qqsrS
´1pvp3qq Ż pvp1q b fpvp2qqqs.
(B.5)
Using (5.4) for f , the last one of these equations becomes:
pg˝2fqpu, vq “ rgpu, vp4qqsrS
´1pvp3qqŻpfpvp1qqbvp2qqs “ rgpu, vp4qqsrS
´1pvp2qqfpvp1qqb1s,
whereas using the cocycle condition (5.5) for f alongwith (5.7) and (B.4), the first equation
in (B.5) becomes:
pf ˝1 gqpu, vq
“ rfpup3qqvp3q b up4qvp4q ` up3qvp3q b up4qfpvp4qqsrS
´1pup2qvp2qq Ż gpup1q, vp1qqs
“ rfpup3qqvp3q b up4qvp4q ` up3qvp3q b up4qfpvp4qqs
rS´1pgp2qpup2q, vp2qqq Ż pup1qvp1q b g
p1qpup2q, vp2qqqs
“ rfpup3qqvp3q b up4qvp4q ` up3qvp3q b up4qfpvp4qqs
rS´1pgp2qpup2q, vp2qqq Ż pup1qvp1q b g
p1qpup2q, vp2qqqs
“ r∆pup3qvp3qqsrS
´1pgp2qpup2q, vp2qqq Ż pfpup1qqvp1q b g
p1qpup2q, vp2qqqs
` r∆pup3qvp3qqsrS
´1pgp2qpup2q, vp2qqq Ż pup1qfpvp1qq b g
p1qpup2q, vp2qqqs.
From this it is now clear that for having tf, gu “ 0 it is enough to show:
r∆pup2qvp2qqsrS
´1pgp2qpup1q, vp1qqq Ż p1 b g
p1qpup1q, vp1qqqs “ rgpup2q, vp2qqsrS
´1pup1qvp1qq b 1s,
which is seen using repeatedly (B.2), (B.3), and the two-sided counitality of the underlying
coalgebra, that is, εpup1qqup2q “ up1qεpup2qq:
r∆pup2qvp2qqsrS
´1pgp2qpup1q, vp1qqq Ż p1b g
p1qpup1q, vp1qqqs
“ r∆pup2qvp2qqsrS
´1pgp2qpup1q, vp1qqp2qq b S
´1pgp2qpup1q, vp1qqp1qqg
p1qpup1q, vp1qqs
“ r∆pup2qvp2qqsrS
´1pgp2qpup1q, vp1qqq b εpg
p1qpup1q, vp1qqqs
“ r∆pgp2qpup2q, vp2qqqsrS
´1pgp1qpup2q, vp2qqq b εpup1qvp1qqs
“ r∆pgp2qpu, vqqsrS´1pgp1qpu, vqq b 1s
“ r∆pgp2qpup1q, vp1qqqεpup2qvp2qsrS
´1pgp1qpup1q, vp1qqq b 1s
“ r∆pgp1qpup2q, vp2qqqεpg
p2qpup2q, vp2qqsrS
´1pup1qvp1qq b 1s
“ rgp1qpup2q, vp2qq b g
p2qpup2q, vp2qqp1qεpg
p2qpup2q, vp2qqp2qqsrS
´1pup1qvp1qq b 1s
“ rgpup2q, vp2qqsrS
´1pup1qvp1qq b 1s.
Hence, we have tf, gu “ 0 for a 1-cocycle f and a 2-cocycle g, as claimed.
APPENDIX C. COCYCLIC AND PARA-COCYCLIC MODULES
Para-cocyclic K-modules [GetJ, p. 164] generalise cocyclic K-modules by dropping the
condition that the cyclic operator implements an action of Z{pn ` 1qZ on the degree n
part. Thus, a para-cocyclic K-module is a cosimplicial K-module pC‚, δ
‚
, σ
‚
q together
with K-linear maps τn : Cn Ñ Cn subject to
τn ˝ δi“
"
δi´1 ˝ τn´1
δn
if 1 ď i ď n,
if i “ 0,
τn ˝ σi“
"
σi´1 ˝ τn`1
σn ˝ τ
2
n`1
if 1 ď i ď n,
if i “ 0.
These relations imply that τn`1n commutes with all the cofaces and codegeneracies. If one
additionally has
τn`1n “ id,
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the para-cocyclic module is called cyclic. As common, we also introduce the cyclic
coboundary
B :“ Nσ´1p1 ´ p´1q
nτn`1q, (C.1)
where σ´1 :“ σnτn`1 is the extra degeneracy and N :“
řn
i“0p´1q
i`nτ in is the norm
operator.
APPENDIX D. ALGEBRAIC OPERADS
D.1. Operads and Gerstenhaber algebras. By a non-Σ operad O in the category of
K-modules we mean a sequence tOpnquně0 of K-modules equipped with K-bilinear op-
erations ˝i : Oppq b Opqq Ñ Opp` q ´ 1q, i “ 1, . . . , p, that respect the following
compatibility (or associativity) relations (see, for example, [Ma, Def. 1.1]):
ϕ ˝i ψ “ 0 if p ă i or p “ 0,
pϕ ˝i ψq ˝j χ “
$’&
’%
pϕ ˝j χq ˝i`r´1 ψ if j ă i,
ϕ ˝i pψ ˝j´i`1 χq if i ď j ă q ` i,
pϕ ˝j´q`1 χq ˝i ψ if j ě q ` i.
(D.1)
An operad is called unital if there is an identity 1 P Op1q such that ϕ ˝i 1 “ 1 ˝1 ϕ “ ϕ
for all ϕ P Oppq and i ď p, and the operad is with multiplication if there exist elements
called the multiplication µ P Op2q and the unit e P Op0q such that µ ˝1 µ “ µ ˝2 µ and
µ ˝1 e “ µ ˝2 e “ 1. We denote such an object by the triple pO, µ, eq.
An operad with multiplication pO, µ, eq naturally defines a cosimplicial K-module
[McCSm] given by Op :“ Oppq with faces and degeneracies ϕ P Oppq given by
δ0ϕ :“ µ ˝2 ϕ, δiϕ :“ ϕ ˝i µ for i “ 1, . . . , p, and δp`1ϕ :“ µ ˝1 ϕ, along with
σjpϕq :“ ϕ ˝j`1 e for j “ 0, . . . , p ´ 1. Hence (by the Dold-Kan correspondence),
one obtains a cochain complex, which we will denote by the same symbol O, with Opnq
in degree n, with differential δ : Opnq Ñ Opn` 1q given by δ :“
řn`1
i“0 p´1q
iδi, and
cohomology defined byH‚pOq :“ HpO, δq.
The cup product, on the other hand, is defined as
ψ ` ϕ :“ pµ ˝2 ψq ˝1 ϕ P Opp` qq, (D.2)
for ϕ P Oppq and ψ P Opqq, and then pO,`, δq yields a dg algebra. One also defines the
Gerstenhaber bracket by means of
tϕ, ψu :“ ϕtψu ´ p´1qpp´1qpq´1qψtϕu, (D.3)
where ϕtψu :“
řp
i“1p´1q
pq´1qpi´1qϕ ˝i ψ P Opp` q ´ 1q is the brace [Ge, Get], the
sum over all possible partial compositions. Notice that one has tµ, µu “ 0 as well as
δϕ “ p´1qp`1tµ, ϕu. (D.4)
Descending to cohomology, it is not too difficult to verify that pH‚pOq,`, t¨, ¨uq forms a
Gerstenhaber algebra [Ge, GeSch, McCSm].
D.2. Cyclic operads and Batalin-Vilkoviskiı˘ algebras. A cyclic operad pO, τq, proba-
bly first introduced in [GetKa], is an operadO in the sense of the preceding paragraph that
comes with a degree-preserving linear map τ : Oppq Ñ Oppq for p P N such that
τpϕ ˝i ψq “ τϕ ˝i´1 ψ, for p ě 2, q ě 0, 2 ď i ď p, (D.5)
τpϕ ˝1 ψq “ τψ ˝q τϕ, for p ě 1, q ě 1, (D.6)
τp`1 “ idOppq, (D.7)
for each ϕ P Oppq and ψ P Opqq. A cyclic operad with multiplication pO, µ, e, τq as
introduced in [Me] is both an operad with multiplication and a cyclic operad, such that
τµ “ µ.
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Again, descending to cohomology, it is a not too easy check that the pH‚pOq,`, t¨, ¨u, Bq
forms a Batalin-Vilkoviskiı˘ algebra [Me], that is, a Gerstenhaber algebra whose bracket is
“generated” by the cyclic coboundaryB in the sense of
tϕ, ψu “ ´p´1qϕBϕ ` ψ ´ ϕ ` Bψ ` p´1qφBpϕ ` ψq.
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